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Ben shu shi yi bu guan yu mei guo hei ren li shi de zhang pian xiao shuo.Shi ba shi ji jia na,Yi dui tong fu yi mu de jie mei zi chu sheng qi bian
li san zai liang ge bu tong de cun zhuang,Bu zhi dao bi ci de cun zai.Yi ge nü hai jiang jia ji yi ge ying guo nan ren,Zhu zai hai an jiao cheng
bao shu shi ti mian de xiao wu zhong,An du yi sheng.Ling yi ge nü hai ze jiang zai cun zhuang zao xi zhong bei fu,Hou bei zuo wei nu li fan
mai zhi da yang bi an.Kua yue ba ge shi dai, hui jia zhi lu yi lu zhui sui liang ge nü hai ji qi jia zu hou ren de ren sheng li cheng,Jie shi le ta
men chong man dong dang de ren sheng kun jing.
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The September 2011 edition of the World Economic Outlook assesses the prospects for the global economy, which is
now in a dangerous new phase. Global activity has weakened and become more uneven, confidence has fallen sharply
recently, and downside risks are growing. Against a backdrop of unresolved structural fragilities, a barrage of shocks hit
the international economy this year, including the devastating Japanese earthquake and tsunami, unrest in some oilproducing countries, and the major financial turbulence in the euro area. Two of the forces now shaping the global
economy are high and rising commodity prices and the need for many economies to address large budget deficits.
Chapter 3 examines the inflationary effects of commodity price movements and the appropriate monetary policy
response. Chapter 4 explores the implications of efforts by advanced economies to restore fiscal sustainability and by
emerging and developing economies to tighten fiscal policy to rebuild fiscal policy room and in some cases to restrain
overheating pressures.
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Major macroeconomic realignments are affecting prospects differentially across the world’s countries and regions. The April 2016
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WEO examines the causes and implications of these realignments—including the slowdown and rebalancing in China, a further
decline in commodity prices, a related slowdown in investment and trade, and declining capital flows to emerging market and
developing economies—which are generating substantial uncertainty and affecting the outlook for the global economy. Additionally,
analytical chapters examine the slowdown in capital flows to emerging market economies since their 2010 peak—its main
characteristics, how it compares with past slowdowns, the factors that are driving it, and whether exchange rate flexibility has
changed the dynamics of the capital inflow cycle—and assess whether product and labor market reforms can improve the economic
outlook in advanced economies, looking at the recent evolution and scope for further reform, the channels through which reforms
affect economic activity under strong versus weak economic conditions, reforms’ short- to medium-term macroeconomic effects,
and sequencing of reforms and coordination with other policies to maximize their potential quantitative economic benefits. A
special feature analyzes in depth the energy transition in an era of low fossil fuel prices.
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